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This quote summarizes our approach to each 
webinar in our Design Your Future series. 

We share views on new mindsets, approaches and ways of thinking  
relevant for a dynamic and ambiguous world. A world where many of the  
old rules no longer apply.

Through Organization Design, we want to ensure that collective action is 
productive and meaningful.

This webinar focuses on these aspects:

 »  Trust
 » Conflict
 » Continuous Transformation
 » Rearranging Deck Chairs

Getting Stuck By Lack of Trust
Few things can slow an organization down as much as the inability to 
make and execute key decisions throughout all levels of the organization. 
Organizations that get knotted up in slow decision-making usually have 
insufficient trust.  Insufficient trust between levels; insufficient trust 
between functions; even insufficient trust between members of a team, 
especially at the leadership level.

“The greatest danger  
in turbulent times is  
not the turbulence 
— it’s acting with 
yesterday’s logic.” 
— PETER DRUCKER

DESIGN YOUR FUTURE: ORGANIZATION

TRANSFORMATION IS A 
DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Unboundary approaches transformation 
design through a combination of six 
distinct design disciplines.

EFFECTIVENESS DESIGN

FORESIGHT DESIGN

NARRATIVE DESIGN

CULTURE DESIGN

STRATEGY DESIGN

ORGANIZATION DESIGN

Our “Design Your Future” series is a 
6-week webinar series where we focus on a 
different design discipline each week.
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Organizations that are really good  
at decision-making design for trust.  
Three examples of designing for trust:
1. STRONGER COMMONS 

In past sessions, we’ve discussed various ways to build 
stronger commons: sharing perspective, deep points of 
view (DPOVs), and shared beliefs. Stronger commons 
create more symmetrical understanding across an 
organization.

2. MORE FEARLESSNESS 
Fearlessness is tied directly to trust and psychological 
safety. If people don’t believe it’s safe to bring up  ideas, or 
bad news, or really contribute — it’s not an environment 
that breeds trust. In rapidly-changing environments, 
organizations need diversity of thinking more than ever. 
That thinking can be squandered without trust.

3. SENSE OF AUTONOMY 
Everything doesn’t take a committee, and people need to 
believe in their individual ability to contribute. Leaders 
need to trust who they lead, and if not, they must 
recognize and solve. 

Silo Busting and Conflict
Silos almost always start at the leadership level. Organizations 
can have a senior leadership team that is a team of all-stars, 
but not an all-star team. Senior leadership meetings are a 
series of functional reports, with little aligned commitment or 
shared accountability.

Part of this comes from what we talked about earlier:  low, or 
uneven, levels of trust. But another part is the fear of conflict. 
Most groups like to resolve tension as quickly as possible.  

Unboundary likes to think of tension as a grace. A grace that 
is the source of creativity. A grace that elevates work. A grace 
that lets a team build and buy into new approaches.

But there is the uncomfortable reality that integrative ideas 
and thinking involve some level of discomfort and creative 
tension. These difficult conversations need to be encouraged 
by creating safe spaces, moments of quiet, or alternative ways 
to share thinking.

Tyranny of Business as Usual
Org design has been influenced by the long tail of thinking that 
began with Henry Ford’s assembly line and Frederick Taylor’s 
efficiency studies, morphing into Total Quality Management, 
Six Sigma and Agile to meet today’s new challenges.

What we see today is org design for routine operations 
increasingly dependent upon robotics. Elon Musk’s vision for 
his ‘alien dreadnought factory’ is so automated and so fast that 
it’s not safe for humans inside.

For customer service we see people enabled by AI, and the 
intersection of human and digital. One way that manifests 
itself is changing the way we think of personal service as 
screen-to-screen rather than face-to-face.

Adobe’s innovation operations are underpinned by Kickbox, a 
$1,000 prepaid credit card and a six-step guide to further develop 
an idea that’s gotten a “yes” from an executive. They moved from 
24 innovation projects a year to 1,000 for less total investment. 
In addition to a better success rate, they’ve increased energy and 
ownership from their bottom-up approach.

Quality and efficiency still matter, but it is the quality of 
imagination that matters as much as the quality of fit and 
finish of delivered goods or services. This connects back with 
a point we made in our first session on Effectiveness:  the 
need to become learning organizations.

Designing for Continuous Transformation 
An isolated approach to strategy can lead an organization 
to become comfortably behind or on an endless march of 
never-quite-enough change. The structure and processes 
haven’t fully caught up to the mode of continuous 
transformation. Organizations are starting to reconsider how 
they bring together strategy, change management, learning 
& development and communications, essentially rolling 
them up into a transformation function. The role of Chief 
Transformation Officer is defined different ways, but in many 
cases, it’s mobilizing resources more holistically.



We’re switching it up this week.  
Listen to or view these discussions for a deeper dive.

Rearranging the Deck Chairs
A reorg can be positive or negative depending on what’s 
behind it.  It can be negative if it promotes authority 
over trust, best practices over learning, silos over 
collaborative work. It can be positive if used to get an 
organization unstuck, to reimagine roles and functions 
and to increase diversity of thinking.

Your Brain At Work: Interview with Bob Johansen  
and Amy Edmondson
46 minute listen | Your Brain at Work

In a two-for-one, David Rock interviews Bob Johansen from Institute for the Future about 
signals and foresight, and then Amy Edmondson, Harvard Business School, on creating 
psychological safety at work.

LISTEN TO PODCAST >

Susan Cain on the Power of Introverts
19 minute view | TED 2012

Susan Cain, author of Quiet: The Power of Introverts, takes the TED stage to share how introverts 
are routinely trampled in business situations. In her words, there is zero correlation with being 
the best talker and having the best ideas. 

WATCH THE TED TALK >

Unboundary is a transformation design firm. In an era where adapting at or above 
the pace of change in the world is essential, we know that organizations only adapt 
as fast as their leaders. Over 30 years, we’ve partnered with leaders at some of the 
best known organizations, ensuring they are future ready. We are strategic and 
creative thinkers who make strategy actionable through communications — print, 
digital, environmental — as well as workshops that engage.

Reach out with questions, conversation, or to  
learn more about Unboundary and how we  
partner with clients.

Tod Martin
tod@unboundary.com
404-614-4281

“In times of profound change, 
learners inherit the earth, while  
the learned find themselves 
beautifully equipped to deal with 
a world that no longer exists.”

— ERIC HOFFER

https://your-brain-at-work.simplecast.com/episodes/look-forward-to-the-future-with-bob-johansen-and-amy-edmondson-Szc2QeLJ
https://your-brain-at-work.simplecast.com/episodes/look-forward-to-the-future-with-bob-johansen-and-amy-edmondson-Szc2QeLJ
https://hbr.org/2018/04/your-strategic-plans-probably-arent-strategic-or-even-plans
https://www.ted.com/talks/susan_cain_the_power_of_introverts?language=en
mailto:tod%40unboundary.com?subject=Unboundary%20Transformation%20Tuesdays
https://www.ted.com/talks/susan_cain_the_power_of_introverts?language=en
https://your-brain-at-work.simplecast.com/episodes/look-forward-to-the-future-with-bob-johansen-and-amy-edmondson-Szc2QeLJ

